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Organisational Management

As at the end of 2017, the Bank had a total of 11,605 institutions worldwide, including 11,060 institutions in the 

Chinese mainland and 545 institutions in Hong Kong, Macao, Taiwan and other countries and regions. Its domestic 

commercial banking business comprised 10,674 institutions, including 37 tier-1 and direct branches, 336 tier-2 

branches and 10,300 outlets.

Geographic Distribution of Organisations and Employees of the Bank:

Unit: RMB million/unit/person, except percentages
Assets Organisations Employees

Items Total assets % of total Number % of total Number % of total

Northern China 5,972,587 28.44% 1,991 17.16% 60,780 19.54%

Northeastern China 673,820 3.21% 949 8.18% 25,399 8.16%

Eastern China 4,248,684 20.23% 3,602 31.04% 94,130 30.25%

Central and Southern China 3,095,381 14.74% 2,796 24.09% 69,623 22.38%

Western China 1,565,227 7.45% 1,722 14.84% 38,274 12.30%

Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan 3,534,045 16.83% 424 3.65% 17,665 5.68%

Other countries and regions 1,911,087 9.10% 121 1.04% 5,262 1.69%

Elimination (1,533,407)

Total 19,467,424 100.00% 11,605 100.00% 311,133 100.00%

Note: The proportion of geographic assets was based on data before intra-group elimination.

Human Resources Development and Management

As at the end of 2017, the Bank had 311,133 employees. There were 288,206 employees in the Chinese mainland, 

of which 277,870 worked in the Bank’s domestic commercial banking business. The Bank had 22,927 employees 

in Hong Kong, Macao, Taiwan and other countries and regions. As at the end of 2017, the Bank bore costs for 

a total of 5,671 retirees.

In 2017, in line with the Group’s strategies and annual priorities, the Bank deepened reform of the Group’s 

organisational structure and management mechanism. It improved the organisational structure and service system 

for inclusive fi nance so as to enhance its inclusive fi nance service capabilities. It refi ned its AML management 

system, increased resources for AML-related work and sharpened its risk control abilities, thus providing solid 

support for the implementation of the Group’s strategies and business management.
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Composition of Staff by Age Group
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Adhering to a strategy-oriented and performance-
based human resources allocation mechanism, the 
Bank endeavoured to improve its staff structure and 
allocate more human resources to strategic, core and 
emerging businesses, so as to consistently enhance 
staff effi ciency. It formulated a layered, classifi ed 
and long-term mechanism for the development of 
international talent, continued to develop international 
and comprehensive talent and reinforced the building 
of a talent pool of employees fl uent in minority 
languages. Following national strategies, the Bank 
made more efforts regarding talent support and 
development in relation to key fi elds such as targeted 
poverty alleviation, the Belt and Road Initiative, the 
coordinated development of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei 
region, the development of the Xiongan New Area, 
inclusive fi nance and the economic development 
of county areas. It sat atop the rankings for “Best 
Employer in Financial Industry in the Opinion of Chinese 
University Students” for the 10th consecutive year.

In line with the Group’s strategic priorities, the Bank 
improved the allocation mechanism for staff costs, 
put more resources into strategic and fundamental 
fi elds and made great efforts to increase input-output 
effi ciency of resources. It refi ned its performance 
assessment system and implemented a wide-ranging 
honours and rewards system to encourage all 
institutions and employees to be hardworking, 
enterprising, and to strive for excellence.

In response to the Belt and Road Initiative, the 
Bank held the Belt and Road International Financial 
Exchange & Cooperation Seminars for eight Pacifi c 
island countries and four Latin American countries, 
thereby promoting economic and trade cooperation 
as well as personal and cultural exchanges. It 
enhanced professional training in key fi elds to 
sharpen employees’ competence in risk and internal 
control, non-performing loan mitigation, RMB 
internationalisation, the coordinated development 
of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region, internet fi nance, 
interest rate liberalisation and green credit. In 2017, 
the domestic commercial banking institutions of 
the Bank held a variety of training courses, totalling 
75,039 sessions with 2,851,047 participants.




